The Villages Theatre Division MOVIE LIST
Friday, August 10th thru Thursday, August 16th

**Open Caption Presentation On Monday Morning

New this Week
Hope Springs Eternal (PG)

Opens Wednesday 8/15
Crazy Rich Asians (PG13)

Running Time 1:29 (Comedy, Drama)
Fri-Tue @ 11:50am, 4:15pm, 8:45pm
Wed-Thu @ 11:50am, 4:15pm, 6:15pm
Rated for thematic material and some language

Running Time 2:11 (Comedy)
Wed & Thu @
9:25am, 12:05pm, 2:45pm, 5:30pm, 8:15pm
Rated for some suggestive content and language

Mia Rose Frampton, Stony Blyden,
Juliette Angelo, Beth Lacke, Pej Vahdat
Hope Gracin is known as "the girl dying of cancer" and
has fully embraced this identity. Posting YouTube
videos, having fun with friends, an Australian
boyfriend, and being popular have been results of this
identity - until her tests show that she is cured. Hope,
unsure of what her new future holds, hides the truth.
But as what happens with most secrets, the truth
comes out. How will everyone react? With the help of
her friends and loved ones, Hope faces her fear of
living only to discover the beauty of living.

Constance Wu, Michelle Yeoh, Henry Golding
Gemma Chan, Awkwafina, Ken Jeong, Chris Pang
The story follows Rachel Chu (Wu), an American-born Chinese
economics professor, who travels to her boyfriend Nick's
(Golding) hometown of Singapore for his best friend's wedding.
Before long, his secret is out: Nick is from a family that is
impossibly wealthy, he's perhaps the most eligible bachelor in
Asia, and every single woman in his ultra-rarefied social class is
incredibly jealous of Rachel and wants to bring her down.

The Equalizer 2 (R)

Christopher Robin (PG)

Running Time 2:11 (Action, Crime, Thriller)
9:45am**, 12:30pm, 3:15pm, 6:00pm, 8:50pm
Rated for brutal violence throughout, language,
and some drug content

Running Time 1:54 (Animation, Adventure, Comedy)
9:45pm**, 12:10pm, 2:35pm, 5:00pm, 7:30pm
Rated for some action

Denzel Washington, Pedro Pascal,
Ashton Sanders, Bill Pullman, Melissa Leo
Denzel Washington returns to one of his signature roles
in the first sequel of his career. Robert McCall serves an
unflinching justice for the exploited and oppressed - but
how far will he go when that is someone he loves?

Ocean's 8 (PG13)
Running Time 2:00 (Action, Comedy, Crime)
9:30am**, 12:00pm, 2:30pm, 5:00pm, 7:30pm
Rated for language, drug use, and some suggestive
content

Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett,
Anne Hathaway, Helena Bonham Carter,
Mindy Kaling, Rihanna, Sarah Paulson

Ewan McGregor, Hayley Atwell, Mark Gatiss,
Bronte Carmichael, Oliver Ford Davies
In the heatwarming live action adventure "Disney's
Christopher Robin," the young boy who loved embarking
on adventures in the Hundred Acre Wood with a band of
spirited and loveable stuffed animals, has grown up and
lost his way. Now it is up to his childhood friends to
venture into our world and help Christopher Robin
remember the loving and playful boy who is still inside.

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
(PG13)
Running Time 2:18 (Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi)
9:25am**, 12:15pm, 3:05pm, 5:55pm, 8:45pm
Rated for intense sequences of science-fiction
violence and peril

Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, Toby Jones,
Ted Levine, Rafe Spall, Jeff Goldblum

Upon her release from prison, Debbie, the estranged
sister of legendary conman Danny Ocean, puts
together an all-female crew of unstoppable crooks to
pull of the heist of the century. Their goal is New York
City's annual Met Gala, and a necklace worth in excess
of 150 million dollars.

It’s been four years since the theme park Jurassic World
was destroyed by dinosaurs out of containment. Owen and
Claire mount a campaign to rescue the remaining dinosaurs
when the island’s dormant volcano begins roaring to life.
Arriving on the unstable island as lava begins raining down,
their expedition uncovers a conspiracy that could return
our entire planet to a perilous order not seen since
prehistoric times.

Incredibles 2 (PG)

Gotti (R)

Running Time 2:16 (Animation, Action, Adventure)
9:30am**, 12:15pm, 3:00pm, 5:45pm, 8:30pm
Rated for action sequences and some brief mild
language

Running Time 1:55 (Biography, Crime, Drama)
11:35am**, 4:15pm, 8:50pm
Rated for strong violence and pervasive language

Voices Talents: Samuel L. Jackson,
Sophia Bush, Craig T. Nelson, Holly Hunter
Everyone's favorite family of superheroes is back in
"Incredibles 2"--but this time Helen is in the spotlight,
leaving Bob at home with Violet and Dash to navigate
the day-to-day heroics of "normal" life. It's a tough
transistion for everyone, made tougher by the fact that
the family is still unaware of baby Jack-Jack's emerging
superpowers.

John Travolta, Spencer Rocco Lofranco,
Kelly Preston, Chris Mulkey, Lydia Hull
John Travolta stars as the legendary mobster John Gotti
who was head of the largest and most powerful crime
organization in North America, the Gambino Family. His
flamboyant style, charm and ruthless personae made
him the most famous mobster in the 20th Century. The
story, told through the eyes of his eldest son John Gotti,
Jr. delves into the past and explores Gotti’s epic rise and
fall in the mob. He earned the name “Teflon Don” by the
media whom he did not shy away from, due to the FBI’s
numerous unsuccessful attempts to convict Gotti.

Book Club (PG13)

Blindspotting (R)

Running Time 1:54 (Comedy)
Fri-Tue @ 9:45am**, 1:50pm, 6:15pm
Rated for sex-related material throughout
and for language

Running Time 1:45 (Comedy, Drama)
Fri-Tue @ 9:45am**, 12:00pm, 2:45pm,
5:30pm, 8:15pm
Wed-Thu @ 9:25am, 1:50pm, 8:15pm
Rated for language throughout, some brutal violence,
sexual references and drug use

Diane Keaton, Jane Fonda,
Candice Bergen, Mary Steenburgen

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
(PG13)
Running Time 1:45 (Documentary, Biography)
9:20am**, 2:00pm, 6:40pm
Rated for some thematic elements and language

Joanne Rogers, McColm Cephas Jr.,
François Scarborough Clemmons

Daveed Diggs, Rafael Casal,
Janina Gavankar, Jasmine Cephas Jones
Collin must make it through his final three days of probation
for a chance at a new beginning.
He and his troublemaking childhood best friend, Miles, work as
movers and are forced to watch their old neighborhood
become a trendy spot in the rapidly gentrifying Bay Area.
When a life-altering event causes Collin to miss his mandatory
curfew, the two men struggle to maintain their friendship as
the changing social landscape exposes their differences.

